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Abstract
Flapping wing flight has been extensively studied in the field of entomology, resulting in observations on the methods
of lift production, high manoeuvrability and efficient flight for various natural flyers in differing flow regimes and leading
to significant developments in biomimetic theories regarding flapping wing MAVs. In addition, advances in aerodynamic
modelling methods have given insight into the un-steady 3-dimensional flow that characterises typical flapping wing flight.
Therefore, before attempting to model a flapping wing MAV and analyse its stability, it is beneficial to consider previous
studies carried out.
The paper examines hover capable flapping wing flight as presented in previous work. The kinematics and aerodynamics
seen in nature and the resulting control methods are explored. The paper additionally looks at existing modelling methods
used to study the aerodynamics and overall vehicle behaviour of a hypothetical MAV with an aim to introduce the terminology and specifics of MAV flight, as well as give a brief description of the work done to date in flapping wing modelling.
The paper ends by examining methods used to analyse stability of flapping wing models and demonstrates the suitability of
bifurcation and continuation methods in determining stability behaviour of flapping wing flight dynamics models.
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Introduction
Micro air vehicles (MAVs) are classified as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with dimensions not exceeding 15cm and an all-up
maximum weight of 100g, as set by the US Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency (DARPA). This small size makes them
uniquely suitable for operation in areas with limited accessibility due to constraints on space or hostility of the environment.
In addition, their small size makes them extremely manoeuvrable
and less likely to be detected, and they are likely to be relatively
cheap to produce. However, this also means that they are more
susceptible to disturbances such as wind gusts. Furthermore, the
small size will mean a low payload. These benefits and drawbacks
make them ideal for surveillance and monitoring missions, where
detectability would be a high priority (such as a hostage situation)
or where human access is impossible due to a hazardous environment (detecting levels of a suspected toxic gas leak) and where

gusts and turbulence levels are relatively low.
MAVs can be fixed wing, rotary or flapping wing, as exemplified
in Figure 1. A lot of research has gone into the development of
fixed wing MAVs and some have already been developed, such as
the Black Widow [21] and the Trochoid [34]. This is due to the already well established wealth of knowledge of fixed wing vehicles
at higher Reynolds numbers and the development of larger UAVs.
Fixed wing MAVs also have the advantage of being able to carry
higher payloads and have a longer endurance. Their fixed wing
lifting surfaces also mean that the stability in response to wind
gusts can be tailored to create a relatively stable vehicle. However,
these come at a cost of the need to have a long enough strip to
land. Also, they are generally incapable of hover and usually have
a minimum operating speed and poor collision avoidance properties. This has led to fixed wing MAVs being developed mainly for
outdoor surveillance, such as monitoring of streets and alleyways
in the urban environment.
Rotary and flapping wings, however, have the ability to hover and
operate at lower speeds. In addition, they can perform perches,
thereby saving power whilst still carrying out the mission. Rotary
and flapping wings can be made small, with a lower payload and
endurance, therefore making them capable of operation within
a confined environment and consequently introducing methods
of aircraft surveillance that were previously inaccessible. Flapping
wing MAVs are more suited to indoor operation than rotary wing
MAVs. They fly with less noise, which reduces their detectability.
Also, they are less affected by proximity to objects such as walls.
Indeed, they can collide with them and still recover flight in a
much smaller space, with relatively little damage. Thus, flapping
wing MAVs are very desirable as the predominant MAV for surveillance at close quarters.
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Figure 1. Examples of   fixed wing, rotary wing and  flapping wing MAVs.

(a) Fixed wing MAV: The
BlackWidow [21]

b) Rotary wing MAV: The MAVSTAR coaxial twin-rotor [33]

(c) Flapping wing MAV: The
Nano Hummingbird [29]

Figure 2. The Mentor MAV [64].

The flapping wing flight regime has received a lot of attention in
the past, such as Weis-Fogh’s studies into flight fitness in hovering
insects in [59] and Ellington’s work on hovering flight aerodynamics in [15], leading to theories on the aerodynamics and performance measures of natural flyers. The last two decades have
seen a rapid increase in the research focus and subsequent knowledge, leading to developments of flapping wing vehicles such as
the Nano Hummingbird and the Mentor demonstration vehicle,
shown in Figure 1c and 2 respectively. Additionally, developments
in the understanding of the aerodynamics involved in flapping
wing flight has led to modelling of the flow field that is close to
actual flow, as is presented in [39].
This increase in knowledge has opened the way for stability studies in flapping flight. The periodic forcing invoked by the flapping
kinematics, combined with the large angles of attack, mean that
flapping wing flight is highly nonlinear and any trimmed flight solution that contains wing motion is likely to be periodic. Early stability studies involved linearised and decoupled equations of motion and investigated time averaged values of the states, thereby
allowing stability analysis of standard state-space equations. Later
studies evolved to nonlinear models of the equations of motion
and time periodic states. Stability analysis therefore involved location of periodic solutions and analysis using Floquet theory.
The stability studies, carried out on models of both natural flyers
and MAV designs, usually consider hover or forward flight. These
previous investigations, localised to a given set of parameters and
a specific design, conclude that hovering flight is inherently openloop unstable, as in [53] and [63]. Therefore, whilst these studies
provide stability information on the MAV/flyer studied, there is
no research giving generic global stability behaviour for flapping
wing MAV design and operation or even information on a particular MAV over a wide operating envelope.

the world of natural fliers. The main characteristic that seems to
define the method of flapping is the Reynolds number. Larger
flyers, such as birds and bats, which operate in Reynolds numbers
of over 50,000, are mainly in the turbulent regime and thus their
kinematics reflect this; they flap less and glide more. Insects operate at lower Reynolds numbers that can vary from 100 to 10,000
and corresponds largely to laminar flow. However, this is not a
hard and fast rule. There exist some exceptions, like hummingbirds, which operate in a varied Reynolds number from 5,000 to
50,000 [14]. There are also insects which operate within similar
Reynolds numbers and yet employ different flight mechanisms
for generating lift and thus have dissimilar flight kinematics. However, for most fliers, the flight kinematics described here will vary
with Reynolds number. Before examining the different modes of
lift and thrust generation in detail, it is necessary to describe the
main features that exist in all flight patterns:
Downstroke and upstroke: these are the motions the wing makes
whilst flapping. The downstroke consists of the wing moving
from its highest positive wing flap angle, through to the most negative wing angle. The upstroke is the opposite of this motion. The
combination of a full downstroke and upstroke is a flapping cycle.
•

Natural Flyers
Flapping wing kinematics
The wing movement and flapping method varies considerably in

•

Pronation and supination: Within natural flyers, the downstroke and upstroke of the wing are accompanied by the
wing rotating as it moves. This motion usually begins midway
through the upstroke and downstroke, but is mostly present
near the end of the stroke. At the end of a downstroke, the
wing leading edge is rotated through a large angle such that
the incidence angle remains constant through the subsequent
upstroke. The top surface of the wing then becomes the bottom surface. This process is the supination of the wing. At
the end of the upstroke, the wing rotates through a similar
angle in the opposite direction, so that the leading edge is
still leading and the surfaces have again switched; this is the
pronation of the wing. The two motions are indicated in Figure 3.
Flapping: This is the rotation of the wing about the longitudinal axis of the body. This is the primary motion of the
wing and is found in all natural flyers.
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Figure 3. Insect hovering at an inclined stroke plane, adapted from [51]. The pronation is circled in red and the
supination in green.
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Feathering motion: This motion is the rotation of the wing
about the wing’s spanwise axis. Feathering is the primary
method of controlling the wing’s angle of attack. It is also
how the wing pronates and supinates as it goes through the
full flap cycle.
Lagging motion: This is the rotation of the wing about the
vertical axis of the body. The lead-lag motion is usually of
a smaller magnitude compared to the flapping and feathering values. The combination of the three motions is used
to control the magnitude and direction of the overall forces
throughout one cycle. The combination of all three leads to
the recognized figure-of-eight flapping pattern that can be
seen in Figure 3.
Spanning: This motion is the expansion and contraction of
the wing, in effect changing the span. It is used to control the
force produced during a half stroke. Differential spans can
be used to generate a large forward force, or different forces
between the wings to create a moment. Spanning is usually
seen in larger natural flyers (birds). Shorter wing spans are
used for manoeuvring, whilst a larger span is maintained for
low energy flight, such as gliding.
Stroke plane: This is the plane in which the periodic wing
flapping and feathering motions are confined. The stroke
plane can be aligned with the horizontal axis, as shown in
Figure 4, or it can be inclined at a certain angle to the horizontal, as shown in Figure 3. A horizontal stroke plane is
seen in certain flyers in the hover condition whilst an inclined
stroke plane is seen in almost all forward flight cases. Since
birds, bats and other large natural flyers do not hover, they
always operate with an inclined stroke plane. The only exception is the hummingbird, which does hover (with a horizontal
stroke plane).

The flapping wing kinematics seem to be divided between larger
flyers, such as birds and bats, and smaller flyers, the insects, with
the hummingbirds’ flight kinematics falling within the regime of
the insect flight. Larger flyers employ flapping, spanning and lag-

ging. Control of these motions is done both at the wing root and
along the wing span. In addition, the frequencies of these motions are relatively low. Indeed, these natural flyers take advantage
of the wing morphing to generate high lift-coefficient surfaces so
as to enable long glide periods.
Insect flight, on the other hand, consists of a wing that does not
actively change its shape. The dominant motions are flapping, lagging and feathering. The wings are constantly in motion at high
frequencies, in hover and forward flight. It is in this flight regime
that a hover-capable MAV falls. Thus, the rest of this literature
review will focus on insect flight.
Aerodynamic Mechanisms
The insect flight flow regime is characterised by low Reynolds
numbers and large wing rotations and sub- sequent large angles
of attack. In addition to this, the wing is sometimes operating in
its own wake, as in the case of hovering. Therefore the flow over
the wing tends to be nonlinear, three dimensional and in some
cases, unsteady. Natural flyers have developed many mechanisms
to enhance lift generation, to extend the range of angle of attack
in which the flow remains attached and to also take advantage of
the periodic nature of the wing kinematics. This section examines
these methods.

Leading edge vortex: The leading edge vortex (LEV) is the

main method used by natural flyers, especially at low Reynolds
numbers, to maintain attached flow on the wing at large angles of
attack. It is dependent on the swirl strength, the rotational rates
of the wing motion as well as the Reynolds number. The LEV
attaches a bounded vortex core on the upper surface of the wing
during the transitional stage (periods of the cycle when the wing
is not pronating or supinating), which delays stall and thus allows
for high angles of attack. The strength and stability of this vortex
varies with the Reynolds number as can be seen in Figure 5 (taken
from Shyy et al. [43]).

Figure 4. Insect wing kinematics during normal hovering, adapted from [45].
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Figure 5. Streamlines and vorticity patterns associated with LEV at different Reynolds numbers [43]; the variance in velocity is demonstrated by the color gradient. The images demonstrate that, at the high reynolds numbers, a strong LEV with
large spanwise flow is observed that breaks down midspan whilst at the low reynolds numbers, there is a weaker LEV that
remains attached along the wing span and connected to the tip vortex.

(a) Re: 6000

(b) Re: 120

(c) Re: 10
The higher Reynolds number shows a stronger vortex core that
breaks down before the trailing edge. This bound vortex structure
needs a strong axial flow to be able to give it stability. At the other
extreme, in the low Reynolds number region, the vortex can be
seen to be weaker, but more stable. In fact, it extends all the way
to merge with the tip vortex and the trailing edge vortex to form
a vortex ring.
The interactions of the LEV within the flow regime is an area
of great interest. Dickinson used a mechanical model dynamically scaled to Drosophila (fruit fly) to investigate the effects of
the wing rotation on force production and concluded that vortex
capture by the wings during wing reversal is a crucial aerodynamic
mechanism. Szmelter & Z˙ bikowski [51] examine this phenomenon using Navier-Stokes equations with a hybrid mesh to model
the flow around a flapping wing: the numerical integration method captures the unsteady flow around a flapping wing for a given
flight condition. The resulting flow calculated shows the presence
of the spanwise flow and the vortices around the wing. Wilkins
and Knowles [60] investigate the behaviour of a LEV formed by a
wing operating at a high angle of attack. The stability of the LEV
is investigated for two and three dimensional flows at both high
and low Reynolds numbers.
The study of a LEV gives insight into the unsteady flow seen
by flapping wings. However, to effectively capture this flow, the
model used has to accurately represent the unsteady three dimensional flow present in flapping flight. This is usually done by use
of the Navier-Stokes equations to develop the model.

Clap and Fling: The clap and fling technique, as identified by
Weis-Fogh [59], is an aerodynamic phenomenon that arises from
manipulation of the wing kinematics. It is an effective means of
lift enhancement, especially adopted by small flyers in the Reynolds number region of order 10. The motion is as the name suggests: the wings are clapped together then flung apart at the end
of each stroke. This results in a bound vortex on each wing edge,
which remains attached over the subsequent stroke, thus inducing
circulation on the wing, creating a pressure differential and thus

encouraging high values of lift. This is shown in Figure 6.

Wing rotation: The mechanisms of force production enhancement described so far have affected mostly the translational part
of the flapping cycle. However, when at pronation or supination,
there is a large contribution from rotation that cannot be ignored.
This wing motion produces an added circulation to the flight motion, similar to the added forces seen in a cylinder within a flowing
fluid and spinning about an axis perpendicular to the flow: the so
called Magnus effect.
The effects of rotation in relation to lift and drag production have
been studied and validated by many researchers, including Sane
& Dickinson [40], Walker [56] and Hao Wu et al. [61]. The effect
of the wing rotating changes the effective velocity at the leading
edge, according to the timing of the wing rotation. A wing that
begins to rotate before reaching the end of a half-stroke cycle will
result in a decreased effective velocity seen by the wing leading
edge as the wing rotates; thus there will be an increased resultant force oriented with the wing’s lift force. Similarly, a wing that
rotates after the end of a half cycle will have an increased velocity
at the leading edge as it rotates, producing a force oriented opposite to the wing’s lift force. More detailed work exists showing
the exact effects of wing rotation [10, 11, 40 ,61]. However, the
general theory is similar. A wing which rotates in advance of the
end of the half cycle will produce a favourable aerodynamic force
(as it has a vector in line with the lift force) whilst a wing that
rotates lagging the end of the half stroke produces a detrimental
aerodynamic force. A symmetrical rotation, where the point of
maximum rotation velocity corresponds with the end of the half
cycle will experience an intermediate effect. The wing rotation effects are demonstrated in Figure 7.

Wake capture: The periodic motion of the wing means that it is
likely to operate within its own wake, especially in the hover case.
The wake of the wing contains kinetic and heat energy impacted
on it from the wing. As the wing then moves through this wake, it
could be possible to recover some of this lost energy, thus utilising less energy in the subsequent stroke. This method is particu-
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Figure 6. Clap-and-flying method [16]. The thinner arrows show wing movement whilst the thicker arrows show vortex
generation and circulation.

Figure 7: Force orientation during a full cycle for advanced, symmetrical and delayed wing rotation, adapted from [40]. The
blue lines represent the wing and the circles on the edge represent the leading edge. The direction of the red arrows show
the direction of the resultant aerodynamic force whilst the length represents the magnitude.
Advanced
Downstroke
Symmetrical
Delayed
Upstroke
larly useful in flyers with two pairs of wings, such as dragonflies
[51], where the wake of the first wing not only impacts the wing
itself but also affects the second wing.
Grodnitsky & Morozov [24] studied tethered insects through dust
visualisation to try and observe the vortex and wake formations
during a cycle. The studies showed that the flapping flight resulted
in a vortex that was shed through the flapping motion. It was also
suggested that insects and birds must have some mechanism of
extracting energy from this near vortex wake. Birch & Dickinson
performed similar experiments in [3] on a robotic flapper to examine the effects of vortices on force production. It was found
that the wake influenced the aerodynamic forces near stroke
reversal points, where the shed vortices from the previous halfstroke interacted with the wing.
Control of natural Flapping Flight

1. Stroke plane: This is the main control aspect for most flyers.
The stroke plane angle determines the direction of the resultant
force vector from a flapping cycle. To achieve hovering, the stroke
plane is tilted so that the resultant force is in the opposite direction to the flyer’s weight, much like a rotorcraft. Similarly, forward
flight is achieved by tilting the stroke plane to give a thrust vector
pointing forwards, thus resulting in a lift and propulsive component. The stroke plane can also be tilted sideways to provide an
overall side force and a resultant rolling moment. The combination of the two leads to turns similar to fixed wing aircraft, where
the flyer rolls the body and increases the thrust vector to perform
a turn. The tilting of the stroke plane is achieved through control of the magnitude of the three rotational wing motions. As
an example, increasing the amplitude of the lead-lag motion will
result in a tilt of the stroke plane and an increase or decrease in
the thrust component.

The field of control and stability within the flight regime of insects is a research area that has received a lot of interest. This
section therefore examines the mechanisms used in flapping flight
control and stability, leading to the determination of what the
likely control inputs of a flapping wing MAV would be.

2. Flapping angle: Change in the flapping angle will have a large
effect on the aerodynamic forces produced within the cycle. Variation of the flapping angle leads to a change in the resultant forces within one cycle; this can be used to maintain a given trim (such
as hover) or generate the forces required for rapid manoeuvres
(such as collision avoidance).

Control of flapping wing flyers has been shown to be similar to
the control employed in rotary winged flight [30]. The existence
of a stroke plane is similar to the rotor blade plane, and a lot of
the control is carried out by orientation of the lift force and thus
the stroke plane. However, some differences do exist between the
two. As a result, the main aspects involved in control are listed
below.

3. Flapping frequency: An increase in the flapping frequency results in an increase in the resultant force produced. Flapping frequency can be increased equally for both wings or differentially.
An equal increase brings about an overall increase in the lift force.
This is normally used when sudden large increases in the resultant
force are needed, such as in conjunction with the tilting of the
stroke plane to maintain altitude or control of the flyer’s altitude
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in hovering. Differential increase in the flapping frequency results
in a rolling moment being produced, with the direction depending
on the wing with the greater flapping frequency.
4. Feathering angle: This is the largest contributor to the wing
angle of attack and can therefore be adapted to change the magnitude and direction of the resultant aerodynamic force and moment; it consequently has direct control on the flyer’s lift and
thrust forces. The feathering can be set for symmetric or asymmetric force production within a flapping cycle to suit required
flight conditions (hovering or forward flight). Some flyers have
been shown to increase the angle of attack to large values therefore leading to a large drag value, which is vectored to produce
a large instantaneous force and perform rapid manoeuvres [57];
this can achieve an initially large acceleration from rest over a very
small time period, or high turn rates. Differential feathering is also
used in conjunction with flapping to produce yawing motion. A
pair of wings with different angles of attack but similar flapping
motion will result in different lift force components between the
wings, creating a large and sudden rolling moment.
Of the methods above, the tilting of the stroke plane is the most
commonly used in manoeuvres as it requires low energy and is the
most efficient [16]. The disadvantage of this method is that it is
dependent on the resultant tilt of the body, and thus the inertial
properties of the fuselage [16]. Stroke plane tilt is therefore useful for manoeuvres that do not require an immediate response,
such as transition from hover to forward flight, steady turns and
climbs. For brisk manoeuvres, natural flyers tend to use other
control methods than the changing of the stroke plane. Most of
these manoeuvres are for a short period of time, but result in
large forces and moments [15]. These manoeuvres, usually confined to within a single cycle, are used especially when reacting to
external disturbances in the hover and steady flight. Natural flyers are faced with wind gusts and surface proximity effects such
as wall and ground effects. However, most of these exist in the
range of low frequencies (approximately 1Hz) and the flapping
frequencies of natural flyers are relatively high. Thus, most of the
disturbances are quasi-steady and rapid modifications in the flapping and feathering angles and frequencies are more than enough
to maintain the desired flight condition [43].
In addition to this, natural flyers use the rapid manoeuvres in the
hover condition to maintain a desired flight state. Hovering in
flapping flight has been found to be open-loop unstable, from
studies of insects such as the desert locust [52-54] and fruit fly

[19]. Stabilisation of hovering flight in nature is therefore achieved
through feedback control using the rapid manoeuvre methods
such as adjusting of the angle of attack and differential flapping
between the wings within one cycle.
The investigation into stability to be carried out in the thesis will
involve examining the steady state values of flight conditions of
a flapping wing MAV. Therefore, the methods of controlling the
flight will not involve those restricted to a single cycle; the control methods will involve adjustment of the stroke plane angle to
achieve stable trimmed solutions.

Micro Air Vehicle Modelling
The recent development of aerodynamic models and growing
interest in the field of flapping wing MAVs has resulted in various methods for modelling such devices and carrying out stability
analysis of the periodically forced system. Examination of the
available literature reveals that determination of the equations of
motion governing the body dynamics of flapping wing flight and
representation of the forces and moments within the equations is
dependent on the assumptions made and the effects being studied. The literature review has therefore been presented in broad
categories in order to highlight the main features of models developed so far.
Aerodynamic models
The area of MAV aerodynamics has generated increased interest
over the past years. Many models have been developed to investigate the flow field both qualitatively and quantitatively, from early
estimates done by Hoff [26] and Osborne [37], to stated principles by Weis-Fogh [58, 59], to later analysis and proven theories by
Ellington [15] and Sane & Dickinson [41]. In addition, the development of computational modelling has led to the development
of many aerodynamic representations using a variety of assumptions. Developed models have been listed, categorised and analysed by many others, including Ansari et al. [1], Platzer et al. [39]
and Mueller [35]. These aerodynamic model types can be grouped
into the classes mentioned below.

Steady state models: As the name suggests, these models as-

sume the flow to be at a steady state. Most of the analysis comes
from momentum theory. If the flapping frequency is assumed to

Figure 8. Modied actuator disc used in momentum theory calculations, adapted from [15].
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be large enough, then the stroke plane containing the flapping
wing can be taken as a momentum disc that constantly imparts
momentum on the fluid. Thus, the momentum theory of propellers (Rankine-Froude theory) can be used to compute induced
velocity at the actuator disc and, from this, thrust and power requirements, as done by Weis-Fogh [58]. The steady state model
was enhanced by Ellington [15]: the area of the momentum disc
was modified to reflect the dependence of the stroke plane on the
flapping angle and stroke plane angle, and was therefore modelled
as a partial actuator disc, as shown in Figure 8.

equations from current or previous experimental data such as
Traub’s work [55] on development of analytical aerodynamic
equations and Dickinson’s [11, 41] robofly experimentations and
resulting lift and drag expressions. Empirical corrections are advantageous, as they provide a computationally cheap method of
aerodynamic modelling and tend to have good agreement with
experimental results. However, they are dependent on the range
and accuracy of the original empirical data and the additional correction factors.

Steady state models are useful due to their simplicity. They can
be used for quick estimates of minimum power requirements.
However, because of the simplification, the power requirements
derived from this analysis are considered to be minimum power
requirements, and a more detailed analysis is needed to make a
better estimate.

tioned models, derive the forces and moments produced by examining the resultant unsteady three dimensional flow that develops
on a wing. They model the leading edge vortex and the trailing
edge vortex, and the effects of these vortices on the flow over the
wing. In addition, the wake effects can be taken into account, as
the models are time dependent. They are therefore ideal for the
examination of the aerodynamic effects that exist within natural
flyers. Unsteady models developed in the past have been unsteady
panel codes [27], strip theory methods modelling unsteady two
dimensional flow [38] or full three dimensional Navier Stokes
models [1, 43].

Quasi-steady models: Quasi-steady models are based on the

quasi-steady assumption: that the instantaneous forces on a wing
at a given point in the cycle are the same as those that would
be attained by the wing at the same values of angle of attack
and induced velocity, if the flow was allowed to fully develop.
A quasi-steady model can include not only the states but their
derivatives, in an effort to model unsteady effects in a simple way.
The quasi-steady model for insect flight was first developed by
Osborne [37], who took the values of lift and drag co-efficient
to be constant across a half-stoke. Thus, the co-efficients derived
are assumed to be the averaged co-efficients through the cycle,
determined from considering the force balance in hover and are
assumed constant along the span and across the half-strokes. This
method, combined with blade element theory, gives the instantaneous aerodynamic forces produced by each aerofoil section.
The instantaneous wing forces are therefore attained by integrating the resolved forces along the wing radius and the total force
by averaging this over a cycle. This method has the advantage of
simplicity and accuracy. The force and moment co-efficients are
determined by assuming the flow is fully developed, and therefore
the model is assumed steady. The determination of the lift and
drag co-efficients can be taken at varied points in the cycle, thus
providing a useful method for developing models for analysis that
are accurate enough yet not too complex to run time simulations.

Ellington’s work in [15] also examined quasi-steady modelling in
flapping wing flight. By considering both the translational and
rotational motion, Ellington derived an expression for the lift
co-efficient using thin aerofoil theory and the Kutta-Joukowski
condition. This lift co-efficient includes a rotational term that is
dependent on the angular velocity of the wing (ά), therefore introducing a link between the lift co-efficient and the wing rotation.
Quasi-steady models have had modifications to be able to improve the accuracy. Sane & Dickinson [40] developed the theory
of enhanced lift from the rotational motion and produced both
empirical data and approximate models. Ansari et al. [1] also
modified a blade-element quasi-steady model by coupling it with
a Glauert analysis to model the effects of the tip vortices. Ellington [15] suggested a modified induced downwash model, similar
to that used in steady state models, as a correction to the velocity
derivation in the hover case.
One method of quasi-steady modification that has shown promise is the development of curve fitting quasi-steady aerodynamic

Unsteady methods: Unsteady models, unlike previously men-

Unsteady models tend to be highly accurate at a cost in computation time. This can be a large disad- vantage, especially if combining the model with others, such as in a full body dynamics model.
Development of dynamic models
Flapping MAV wings are characterised by having multiple degrees
of freedom. Depending on what is being examined, the vehicle
can therefore be treated in a multibody sense, with a choice of
different methods of modelling the same physical movements. In
[6, 31], Lasek et. al. derive equations of motion using the GibbsAppel equations [2] for control studies. The control of the flapping and lagging motion for each wing is achieved by introducing
a control vector to the set of nonlinear equations to attain stabilisation and tracking of the model.
Bolender [4] developed a set of equations using Kane’s system of
equations [28] with the aim of creating a generic model that could
be used for multiple geometries. The model developed can therefore mimic natural flyers with segmented fuselages that have multiple degrees of freedom (head, thorax and abdomen of insects)
or larger flyers that use complex sectioned deformations on the
wings in flight (bird wings). The model is used in [42] as a basis
for studying implementation of longitudinal control to an MAV.
These systems of equations are both extensions of D’Alembert’s
Principle, as given in [22, 23]. In [36], Orlowski et al. derived a
model using this principle applied to rigid bodies and derived a
set of equations that were used in conjunction with time averaged
aerodynamic co-efficients to carry out numerical iterations.
Newton-Euler equations have also been used extensively in modelling. Deng et al [9] use this method to derive a set of equations
describing the motion of a MAV design, which is then used in
[8] to study implementation of control methods using periodic
proportional controllers. Similarly, Loh and Cook develop a Newton-Euler based set of equations in [32] that explores attaining
stability by changing the inertial properties of the vehicle through
a segmented fuselage with multiple degrees of freedom. Sigthorsson et al. [44] developed a Newton-Euler model coupled to curve
fitted quasi-periodic aerodynamic equations with an aim of inves-
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tigating the possibility of providing a 6 degree of freedom flapping wing MAV stability using a 4 degree of freedom controller.
It is therefore apparent that there exist multiple methods of modelling the dynamics of a flapping wing vehicle. The choice of
principles to use to derive the set of equations is affected by the
method of implemen- tation and purpose of study.
Aeroelastic studies
Most of the models and studies mentioned so far have involved
rigid body models. The study of flexible wings in the past has
mostly been experimental, with the study of insects and their
wing deformations under manoeuvres [58, 59]. Nonlinear wing
deformation and the resultant aerodynamic coupling has only
recently begun to attract large interest. Gogulapati et al [20] investigated the impact of the inertial and aerodynamic loadings
on wing deformations and resulting coupled interactions. The
model developed used approximate unsteady aerodynamics and
the analysis used an updated Lagrangian method. The study demonstrated favourable aeroelastic coupling in the system.
Su and Cesnik use a simplified version of an aerodynamic model developed in [47] to carry out stability analysis of a tail-sitter
flapping MAV design [48] using nonlinear equations in the hover
condition. The model developed in [47] is a low order nonlinear
elastic model coupled to an unsteady aerodynamic model. In [48],
empirically curve-fitted quasi-steady values were used in place of
the unsteady aerodynamic model and coupled to nonlinear equations of motion to carry out stability analysis about the hover
condition. The stability results and methodology are discussed in
the next section.
The various studies presented demonstrate that aeroelastic simulations are indeed possible. However, the nonlinear nature means
that the resulting dynamical model will be computationally expensive.
Stability studies
The periodic forcing inherent in flapping wings has meant that,
for any operating condition where the wings are in motion, the
steady state values are limit cycles. In addition, the complex behaviour exhibited by the system leads to equations that, at a given
operating point, are nonlinear and time-periodic (NLTP). Early
studies of the stability of flapping wing flyers focused on the
hover condition and, using cycle averaged values coupled with
linearised equations of motion, attempted to gain a basic understanding of the behaviour. Taylor and Thomas in [54] derived
expressions for the motion of a desert locust in hover by using
linearised decoupled equations of motion, such as described in
[7], and obtained the mass distribution and stability derivatives
from experimental measurements. They identified three longitudinal modes: one stable subsidence mode, one slow unstable
divergence mode and one stable oscillatory mode. Taylor and
Z˙ bikowski [52] modify this model to use instantaneous force
measurements represented as Fourier series to produce periodic
dynamic derivatives and therefore a NLTP model. This model is
used in [53] in comparison with the previous linear time-invariant
(LTI) model and it is found that the periodic derivatives give a
better approximation to the flight of desert locusts.

Faruque and Humbert use a similar method in [17, 18] to develop
a procedure for studying the stability of Dipteran (flies) in the
hover. The model developed uses Newton-Euler derived equations coupled to empirically curve-fitted aerodynamics to define
non-linear equations. These are linearised to produce the standard
linear state-space model to study stability in the longitudinal [17]
and lateral [18] directions. The longitudinal studies presented a
slow and fast stable mode and an unstable oscillatory mode. The
oscillatory mode was seen to stabilise by modelling a pair of halteres (modified rear wings acting as gyroscopes). The study of the
lateral dynamics revealed a stable real pole relating to the yawing
motion, plus a lightly damped near unstable pair and a second real
stable pole relating to the coupled yaw/roll dynamics.
Sun and Xiong developed a model in [50] to study the longitudinal
stability of bumblebees in hover. As before, the equations were
linear state-space equations. The aerodynamic co-efficients were
attained from averaged values from modelling the bumblebee using Navier-Stokes equations. The study also revealed two stable
subsidence modes, one fast and one slow, and one unstable oscillatory mode. The model was used to study four other insects in
[49] and revealed that the modes existed for all four. Xiong and
Sun extend this work to forward flight in [63] and discover the
presence of two slightly unstable modes that decrease rapidly in
stability with increased forward flight. Wu et al use these results
to build a nonlinear model in [62]. The Newton-Euler equations
of motion are coupled with Navier-Stokes equations and shooting techniques [46] are used to find the unstable periodic orbit in
hover.
Dietl and Garcia develop a similar dynamic model in [12]. The
nonlinear Newton-Euler equations of motion are coupled to a
curve-fitted quasi-steady aerodynamic model to examine a tailed
ornithopter in hover. The trimmed periodic orbit is again attained using shooting techniques and it is shown to be unstable
using Floquet theory [25]. This model is used in [13] to examine
controllability in forward flight. Bolender develops two models
for longitudinal stability studies in [5]: a point mass model and
a multi-body model. Both are found to be unstable in the hover
condition.
The aeroelastic model mentioned in the previous section developed by Su and Cesnik was used to carry out stability analysis on a
tailed ornithopter in hover [48]. The stability analysis showed that
varying the stiffness of the wing increased the stability margin of
the discovered oscillatory modes.
The models examined so far have been seen to be either linear
(LTI) or nonlinear (NLTP). The literature has shown that, for almost all the studies carried out, there is always a complex eigenvalue pair indicating an unstable oscillatory mode and therefore
demonstrating the instability of open-loop hover. Furthermore,
the periodic variations can lead to changes of stability relative
to that of fixed points found by the linear methods. Therefore,
to fully examine the stability, these nonlinear periodic motions
should be considered. Additionally, the most effective methods of
stability analysis are shown to be based on analysis of the resulting
periodic orbit using Floquet theory. This gives continuation methods a powerful advantage, as global behaviours can be determined
from solution branches which contain multiple periodic orbits.
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Conclusion
This paper gives a comprehensive introduction to the world of
flapping flight in both nature and modelling. The unique aspects
of this flight regime are demonstrated in the aerodynamics and
the control approach seen. The studies focus more on larger
insect flight; the design target of the flapping wing MAV being
studied. The paper also presents work done so far to model these
effects in order to examine the feasibility and challenges of creating a flapping wing MAV.
The nonlinear effects explored in both the aerodynamic and kinematic properties of flapping wing flyers indicate that, in order to
accurately study the stability behaviour of this flight regime, it is
necessary to create a model that captures enough of these effects;
in particular, the nonlinear aerodynamics, the periodic forcing and
the resulting periodic inertial effects from the flapping wings.
The paper also explores the different assumptions that have been
used in the literature to develop flapping wing models. It is apparent that stability studies tend to use curve-fitted quasi-steady
aerodynamic models derived from empirical work such as that
presented in [40], which offer a good balance between accuracy
and speed, allowing for study of both steady state and transient
behaviours through time integration methods.
The characterisation of the stability can be divided into two broad
methods. Linear time-invariant models use averaging theory and
assume the periodic variations do not affect the stability greatly
whilst time-periodic methods use Floquet theory to characterise
the stability of the resulting limit cycles. The latter methods are
more comprehensive and indicate that continuation analysis is an
apt tool for studying stability and therefore building up the global
picture of steady state behaviour.
The paper demonstrates that the various stability analyses in the
literature, primarily performed on insects, are for specific flight
conditions. The inherent behaviour and resulting knowledge of
flapping flight is therefore from multiple studies and as a result
incomplete. Consequentially, there is a need for a comprehensive
approach to the study of the stability characteristics of a flapping
wing MAV in order to gain a deeper understanding across its potential operating envelope.
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